
GOHN SHOWS READERS HOW GOING ‘ALL IN’ 
WITH THEIR FAITH CAN TRANSFORM LIVES

NOTRE DAME, Ind.— In this passionate and unapologetic account of why her 
faith in Christ and the Catholic Church are the source of meaning and joy in her 
life, Pat Gohn—popular speaker, retreat leader, catechist, and author of Blessed, 
Beautiful, and Bodacious—invites readers to become more confident in the power 
of the Catholic faith to transform their lives as well.  Gohn shares why her rela-
tionship with Jesus and her confidence in his Church are bigger than her past 
cancer diagnosis, more powerful than her family history, and more significant 
than her career path. 

Gohn shares why belonging to the Church strengthens and nurtures relationships 
with God and builds connections with Jesus, the sacraments, millions of people 
around the world, the saints, and loved ones in Heaven. These relationships are at 
the heart of Catholicism. In this time when life and society are so fragmented, the 
joy of belonging to a community—as imperfect as it can be—easily outweighs the 
agony of separation or isolation. 

Gohn’s confidence in her faith emerged despite and even out of a struggle with 
disillusionment. Working in a parish when news of the sex abuse scandals broke 
in Boston, she confronted heartbreak and anger within herself and her fellow 
parishioners. Yet she never left the Church and relates how she found a way to dig 
deeper and discover reasons to stay faithful. 
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“A true revelation and a 
great assist in the journey 

toward the fullness of 
Truth.” 
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